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Some comments on the loss of the trawler Gaul and the re-opened Formal
Investigation
Part I
1. The Formal Investigation:
In 1974, the UK Trawler Gaul, with 36 persons crew, was lost in the Barents Sea. All on
board lost their lives in this tragedy. The vessel was two years old, well found and extremely
seaworthy. During the 32 years that have passed since its loss there have been a number of
theories put forward and much speculation in the press as to why and how such a vessel
could have been lost.
A formal investigation into the cause of the loss was carried out in 1974 and this concluded
that forces of nature had overwhelmed the vessel. However, the relatives of the deceased did
not accept this result and, since that time, they have repeatedly requested the Government to
establish the truth and facts of the case.
The wreck of the vessel was located on the sea bottom by an independent film maker in 1997
and this led to renewed calls for an investigation to be carried out. In 1998 and in 2002 the
Marine Accident Investigation Branch (MAIB) carried out underwater surveys of the wreck,
the survey carried out in 2002 was detailed and comprehensive.
In view of the new evidence that was revealed by these two surveys, the Government decided
to re-open the formal investigation into the vessel’s loss and this commenced in January and
concluded in February 2004, with the report of the re-opened formal investigation being
published on 17 December 2004.
The investigation found that the probable cause for the loss of the vessel was undetected
flooding through two openings in the vessel’s side (the duff and offal chute openings1),
which caused the vessel to capsize and founder in a short period of time. In this situation
there was insufficient time for the crew to raise an alarm or to escape from the vessel. The
investigation also concluded that the closing arrangements, for these two chute openings, had
not been adequately maintained and that a steel non-return flap, in each opening, had seized
in the open position and, furthermore, that the vessel had set sail from Hull in this condition.
Additionally, the investigation concluded that at the time of the tragedy, the inner covers, for
the two chute openings, had not been closed and secured by members of the crew and that
this had contributed to the vessel’s loss.
With regard to blame, the inferences that can be drawn from the formal report are that:
− The vessel’s owner and shore maintenance staff were at fault for not having an
effective maintenance system in place that could prevent the closing arrangements,
for these two hull openings, from deteriorating in service and malfunctioning.
− The crew were at fault because, either they did not notice that the non-return flaps
were seized in the open position or, if they did notice, they took no action, and also
because that they did not close and secure the inner covers to these two openings in
the hull when they were not in use.
Following the publication of the ‘Report of the re-opened Formal Investigation into the loss
of the FV Gaul’, in December 2004, a number of members of the Gaul families association
branded the report a ‘whitewash’.
1

These are openings in the hull of a fishing vessel, which are used for the discharge of waste arising
from fish processing operations. See pages 13 and 19 for technical details of the duff and offal chutes
and their closing arrangements (as given in the report of the investigation)
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The following pages offer some critical comments on the findings of the formal investigation
and, in Part II (page 38), two alternative loss scenarios are put forward which suggest that a
design fault was responsible for the vessel’s loss. The points below and attached documents
may also merit further consideration and discussion.

Points of Interest
1. The construction and arrangements of the duff and offal chutes and their means of
closure warrant close and detailed examination. It is suggested that during the formal
investigation such an examination was not carried out. It is also suggested that the
arrangement of the duff and offal chutes, as provided onboard the Gaul, effectively
formed a design fault, which had an adverse effect upon the watertight integrity of
the Gaul’s external hull envelope, and which ultimately led to its loss. See Part II
(page 34) for details.
2. The Gaul tragedy bears many similarities with the ‘Derbyshire’ tragedy and, in this
respect; Appendix 1 may be of interest (article from the Internet).
3. An important factor following any maritime disaster is the financial security of the
relatives and dependents of the deceased. Appendix 2 may be of interest (current UK
legislation).
4. The government is responsible for certain contingent liabilities, which arise from the
former nationalised shipyards of the UK (British Shipbuilders). The Gaul was built by
Brooke Marine who were nationalised in 1977, re-privatised in 1985 and wound up in
1993. See Appendix 3 (download from the Internet).
5. Whilst the investigation has covered a number of pertinent issues and considered
many diverse questions, sometimes in great depth, there are a number of elements
within the formal report (particularly relating to the technical characteristics of the
duff and offal chutes and their means of closure), which are clearly incorrect. Bearing
in mind the fact that the adequacy and functioning of these ship’s fittings was central
to the investigation, it is considered that this has been a clear failing on the part of
those concerned. See Appendix 5 (contains extracts from the report of the formal
investigation).
6. The objective of the formal investigation was to arrive at the facts behind the vessel’s
loss, to draw appropriate conclusions and to make recommendations. Whilst a great
deal of information has undoubtedly been uncovered during the course of the recent
investigation, it is suggested that further facts could yet be revealed and that these
could have a significant impact on the conclusions and recommendations that made in
the report of the re-opened formal investigation.
7. If it is decided that important new evidence has now been found, what should happen
next? The 1995 Merchant Shipping Act indicates a possible way forward. See
Appendix 6.
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Appendix 1
Bibby article (http://www.red-duster.co.uk/BIBBY16.htm)
LIVERPOOL BRIDGE/DERBYSHIRE (4) was built in 1976 by Swan,
Hunter Shipbuilders Ltd at Haverton-on-Hill with a tonnage of 91655grt,
a length of 965ft 1in, a beam of 145ft 2in and a service speed of 15.5
knots. Launched on the 5th December 1975 she was the sixth and largest
OBO built at Swan, Hunter'
s Haverton-on-Hill yard. When she was
delivered to Bibby Tankers Ltd in the following June for charter to the
Seabridge Consortium she was the largest ship ever owned by the Bibby Group.
……………………………………………………………………………………………….. Six hours after
sending her position she reported, at 0930, that she was hove to in a severe storm and adding that she would be
late arriving. She was never seen again and disappeared without trace with the loss of 42 crew members and 2
officers wives during typhoon '
Orchid'
. On 24th October an empty lifeboat was spotted by the Taiei Maru 700
miles away in the Luzon Strait. The Derbyshire became the largest British built and owned ship to be lost at sea.
The subsequent enquiry blamed '
Orchid'but the families of the victims and the Trade Union believed that a
design fault caused the ship to break in half before an SOS could be sent especially in view of the fact that a
smaller ship, the Alrai, formerly Athelmonarch, had survived the typhoon. They based their belief on the fact
that cracks had been found at Frame 65 in five similar bulk carriers built by Swan, Hunter and cited the fate of
the ill fated Kowloon Bridge, formerly the English Bridge, which broke her back after drifting ashore in Eire. If
it could be proved that the Derbyshire was lost due to a design weakness rather than an '
Act of God'then a
claim for compensation, estimated at £60,000,000, could be lodged. In October 1987 a second enquiry declined
to examine the design fault thesis as there was no evidence and no one had survived to testify as to what had
happened. On 23rd January 1989 following a House of Lords decision the Wreck Commissioner issued a
statement saying that the loss was unexplained and that there was no specific reason for the loss. However, the
families of the victims and the Unions were not satisfied and in 1994 the International Transport Workers
Federation financed an expedition which eventually found the wreck lying some 2.5 miles deep, 400 miles east
of Okinawa. The Department of Transport appointed Lord Donaldson to review the new development and he
concluded that a detailed underwater survey would cost around £2,000,000. Funded partly by Britain and partly
by the European Union the survey was conducted in two phases during 1997 and 1998 during which 153,774
electronic stills and some 200 hours of high definition film was taken. By pasting together the individual
photographs it was possible to produce, as a single picture, large expanses of the wreck in clear black and white
images. With the new evidence to hand and in view of certain allegations made against the crew in the first
enquiry the Deputy Prime Minister ordered, in December 1998, a full reopening of the formal enquiry in the
High Court. The hearing commenced on 5th April 2000 and continued for 54 days during which time the
evidence was fully examined.. …………………………………………………………………………………....
…………………..No blame was attached to the crew for the loss of the ship.
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Appendix 2
STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS

1998 No. 1258
MERCHANT SHIPPING
The Merchant Shipping (Convention on Limitation of Liability for Maritime
Claims) (Amendment) Order 1998
Made

19th May 1998

Coming into force in accordance
with Article 1
At the Court of Buckingham Palace, the 19th day of May 1998
Present,
The Queen'
s Most Excellent Majesty in Council
Whereas a draft of this Order has, in pursuance of section 185(5) of the Merchant Shipping
Act 1995[1], been laid before Parliament and approved by a resolution of each House of
Parliament:
Now, therefore, Her Majesty, by virtue and in exercise of the powers conferred on her by
section 185(2A) of the Merchant Shipping Act 1995, is pleased, by and with the advice of
Her Privy Council, to order, and it is hereby ordered, as follows:
Citation and commencement
1. This Order may be cited as the Merchant Shipping (Convention on Limitation of
Liability for Maritime Claims) (Amendment) Order 1998 and shall come into force on the
date, to be notified in the London, Edinburgh and Belfast Gazettes, on which the Protocol of
1996 to amend the Convention on Limitation of Liability for Maritime Claims 1976[2] enters
into force in respect of the United Kingdom.
Interpretation
2. In this Order, unless the context otherwise requires "the Act" means the Merchant Shipping Act 1995;
"the Convention" means the Convention on Limitation of Liability for Maritime
Claims, 1976[3].
Claims excepted from limitation
3. In the text of the Convention as set out in Part I of Schedule 7 to the Act, in Chapter I,
for paragraph (a) of Article 3 there shall be substituted " (a) claims for salvage, including, if applicable, any claim for special
compensation under Article 14 of the International Convention on Salvage
1989[4], as amended, or contribution in general average;".
Limits of Liability
4. In the text of the Convention as set out in Part I of Schedule 7 to the Act, in Chapter II (a) for paragraph 1 of Article 6 there shall be substituted 7
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" 1. The limits of liability for claims other than those mentioned in Article 7,
arising on any distinct occasion, shall be calculated as follows:
(a) in respect of claims for loss of life or personal injury,
(i) 2 million Units of Account for a ship with a tonnage not exceeding
2,000 tons,
(ii) for a ship with a tonnage in excess thereof, the following amount in
addition to that mentioned in (i):
for each ton from 2,001 to 30,000 tons, 800 Units of Account;
for each ton from 30,001 to 70,000 tons, 600 Units of Account; and
for each ton in excess of 70,000 tons, 400 Units of Account,
(b) in respect of any other claims,
(i) 1 million Units of Account for a ship with a tonnage not exceeding
2,000 tons,
(ii) for a ship with a tonnage in excess thereof the following amount in
addition to that mentioned in (i):
for each ton from 2,001 to 30,000 tons, 400 Units of Account;
for each ton from 30,001 to 70,000 tons, 300 Units of Account; and
for each ton in excess of 70,000 tons, 200 Units of Account."; and
(b) for paragraph 1 of Article 7 there shall be substituted " 1. In respect of claims arising on any distinct occasion for loss of life or personal injury
to passengers of ship, the limit of liability of the shipowner thereof shall be an amount of
175,000 Units of Account multiplied by the……………………
Units of account = Special Drawing Rights (SDR)

(1: ;
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Appendix 5 (extracts from the report of the formal investigation
together with critical comments)

Duff and offal chute openings
Full information on the formal investigation (pdf. copies of the report and transcripts of
evidence) available at www.fv-gaul.org.uk (all Crown Copyright)
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Extracts from report

……………………………………………………….

Comment:
See “3.3.1 Classification
service” in the IACS
document, which is copied in
Annex 2, page 32 below, and
which defines the scope of
ship classification (Of note
here is the omission within this
definition of Class’
responsibility for watertight
integrity)…………………………………………………………………………………………..

Comments: The definitions for watertight and weathertight given above are incorrect
Watertight and weathertight are terms that have agreed International definitions such that items
which are categorised and accepted as watertight or weathertight need to meet strict requirements
for construction, strength, material thickness, gasketing, hinges and securing clips (these are
generally set by National or International standard). Of note here is the fact that the inner covers of
the Gaul’s duff and offal chutes have been categorised throughout this report as being of a
‘watertight’ standard, whilst in reality the construction, strength and arrangement of these two sets
of covers would not meet the requirements that would be expected for ‘weathertight’ closures.
The principle shortfall of the chute’s inner covers is related to their direction of opening when
considered in conjunction with external sea pressure loading (full sea loading on the covers would
only be resisted by 3 butterfly nuts, instead of the overlapped gasketed steel plating arrangement
that is normally associated with a weathertight joint). For further information on this point see the
comments and sketches which follow overleaf. For details of the correct definitions, see Annex 1 on
pages 26-30 below
15
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Comments continued:
Weathertight and watertight fittings on ships
On ships there are various fittings attached to openings in the structure, which, when closed,
are designed to prevent passage of water from one space to another or to prevent the ingress
of seawater into the vessel’s hull.
The technical standard that these fittings must meet is determined by International
Legislation (The 1966 Load line Convention, the SOLAS Convention or the Torremolinos
Convention as appropriate).
The fittings are classified as weathertight or watertight and the usage of these fittings is
dependent upon the function that they are required to fulfil onboard the vessel. A watertight
fitting must, when closed, prevent the passage of water through an opening no matter which
side is under pressure. A weathertight fitting is designed to withstand water pressure and
prevent the passage of water from one side only.
Watertight and weathertight fittings generally make use of rubber gaskets and clips (or bolts)
to seal steel-to-steel joints and prevent the passage of water. Watertight fittings need many
more bolts/clips than weathertight fittings.
Weathertight fitting: In the sketch below, water pressure tends to force the gasketed steel
plate into the closed position and this compresses the gasket and prevents leakage. The
fitting’s clips and hinges are somewhat redundant when the fitting is loaded in this way. The
fitting is strong and resistant to water pressure loads from the outside:
Butterfly Clip

Hinge

Rubber gasket
If the pressure is reversed on this same fitting, the gasketed plate will tend to lift and allow
water leakage. The fitting’s clips and hinges will also take the full force of the water pressure
loading. The fitting is relatively weak when faced with water pressure loads from the inside:
The inner covers for the duff
and offal chutes on the Gaul
would be subject to loading in
this
manner,
thus,
by
themselves, they could neither
be regarded as weathertight nor
as watertight.
The duff and offal chute openings in the hull of the the Gaul were provided with a twobarrier system (the outer flap and inner cover) which were required to maintain the hull’s
watertight integrity against ingress of water from the sea. However, for this to be effective
and weathertight in rough seas, both barriers had to be closed and secured correctly.

16
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Watertight fittings:

Typically, the joints in a watertight fitting would need to be provided with a gasket and
closely spaced stud bolts and nuts. (if required to withstand water pressure loading other than
nominal).

17
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Extracts from report continued:
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See
page 34
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In fact the cover was
provided with three
In fact
the cover
butterfly
clips, not
wastwo
provided
(ref. video
from U/W
withfootage
two hinges
survey)
and three

butterfly clips
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Comment
In fact sintered bronze ‘oilite’
(oil impregnated) bearings were
provided

Comment
The construction drawings for the duff and offal chutes,
show quite clearly that the hinge, spindle, balance
weight and connecting arms can be readily dismantled
for maintenance, repairs or replacements. The balance
weights were bolted to the connecting arms and bolted
access plates were provided within the chute’s trunk
plating, which allowed access to the securing nuts at the
end of each spindle

22
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………………………………………………………………….

Comments
During the course of the investigation it (apparently) became an established fact that the
non-return flaps within the duff and offal chutes were found, during the underwater
survey, to be seized in the open position.
The only fact, however, that can be stated with certainty is that during the underwater
survey, the two non-return flaps were found to be open.
The reason why they were open (due to damage, corrosion/seizure of the flap bearings
or some other cause) was not determined during the course of the investigation.
23
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See comments at foot of following page
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See first
paragraph
on page 38

Comments:
As previously explained, the use of the term “watertight“ in descriptions
for
………
the chute’s inner covers is incorrect. (See pages 16 and 17)
Similarly, the design and construction of the closing arrangements for the
duff and offal chute openings were clearly not satisfactory for preventing the
ingress of water onto the factory deck. If they had been satisfactory, the
vessel would not have sunk!
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Annex 1
1974 SOLAS convention as amended:
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1966 Load Line Convention as amended:
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1977 Torremolinos convention for the safety of Fishing Vessels:
TORREMOLINOS INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION FOR THE SAFETY OF FISHING VESSELS,
1977, being the PROTOCOL OF 1993 together with the Regulations Annexed to the Convention as modified
by the Annex to the Protocol

REGULATIONS FOR THE CONSTRUCTION
AND EQUIPMENT OF FISHING VESSELS
CHAPTER I
GENERAL PROVISIONS
Regulation 1
Application

Unless expressly provided otherwise, the provisions of this Annex shall apply to new vessels.
Regulation 2
Definitions
(1) "New vessel" is a vessel for which, on or after the date of entry into force of the present
Protocol:
(a) the building or major conversion contract is placed; or
(b) the building or major conversion contract has been placed before the date of entry into
force of the present Protocol, and which is delivered three years or more after the date of
such entry into force; or
…………………………………………………………………………

(19) "Height of a superstructure or other erection" is the least vertical distance measured at
side from the top of the deck beams of a superstructure or an erection to the top of the
working deck beams.
(20) "Weathertight" means that in any sea conditions water will not penetrate into the vessel.
(21) "Watertight" means capable of preventing the passage of water through the structure in
any direction under a head of water for which the surrounding structure is designed.

28
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Lloyd’s Register’s interpretations of the 1966 Load Line Convention:
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Annex 2
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Appendix 6
Extract from 1995 Merchant Shipping Act:

Re-hearing of and
appeal from
investigations.

269.—(1) Where a formal investigation has been held under
section 268 the Secretary of State may order the whole or part of the
case to be re-heard, and shall do so—
(a) if new and important evidence which could not be
produced at the investigation has been discovered; or
(b) if there appear to the Secretary of State to be other grounds
for suspecting that a miscarriage of justice may have occurred.
(2) An order under subsection (1) above may provide for the rehearing to be as follows—
(a) if the investigation was held in England, Wales or Northern
Ireland, by a wreck commissioner or by the High Court;
(b) if it was held in Scotland, by the sheriff or by the Court of
Session.
(3) Any re-hearing under this section which is not held by the High
Court or the Court of Session shall be conducted in accordance with
rules made under section 270(1); and section 268 shall apply in
relation to a re-hearing of an investigation by a wreck commissioner or
sheriff as it applies in relation to the holding of an investigation.
(4) Where the wreck commissioner or sheriff holding the
investigation has decided to cancel or suspend the certificate of any
person or has found any person at fault, then, if no application for an
order under subsection (1) above has been made or such an application
has been refused, that person or any other person who, having an
interest in the investigation, has appeared at the hearing and is affected
by the decision or finding, may appeal—
(a) to the High Court if the investigation was held in England,
Wales or Northern Ireland;
(b) to the Court of Session if it was held in Scotland.
(5) Section 268(7) applies for the purposes of this section as it
applies for the purposes of that section.
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Part II
2. The Gaul’s Duff and Offal chutes and their means of closure - a design fault
from the time of build
The sketches below illustrate the arrangements of the duff and offal chutes on the Gaul and
how they function when refuse is discharged overboard. They also illustrate that the
arrangement of the outer flap is of defective design and that it could fail to work correctly
during normal service (sketch 2.1.d).
Sketches 2.2.a) and 2.2.b) below, show that with slightly different constructional
arrangements (to those provided on the Gaul) the design fault would have been eliminated.
This design fault stems from the ‘non-return’2 function that the flap is required to perform
whenever seawater (due to waves) seeks to flood into the ship through the chute’s side
openings. The inward flow of seawater should always force the flap into the closed position;
it should not cause the flap to open (see sketch 2.1.d) below). Whilst the counterbalance
weight arrangement that was provided on the Gaul obviously assists by promoting ‘self
closing’ in addition to the ‘non return’ function, it is the orientation of the valve plate (when
open) to fluid flow that is of paramount importance. It may be noted that the non-return
functionality that the flap is required to possess is similar to that which is utilised routinely in
some types of valves, which are used extensively in fluid piping systems.
“Check Valves - Check valves are automatic valves that open with forward flow and
close against reverse flow. Check valves, also known as non-return valves, prevent
return or reverse flow and maintain pressure. Check valves do not require an outside
power supply or a signal to operate. In fact, a check valve’s operation depends upon the
direction in which the water is flowing. If the flow stops or if pressure conditions change
so that flow begins to move backward, the check valve’s closure element moves with the
reverse flow until it is seated, preventing any backward flow. There are different types of
check valves, but they all have the same operating principle.” (Definition obtained from
the Internet)
2.1 Arrangements provided on the Gaul: cross-sections through the vessel’s side in way
of the duff/offal chute openings (looking forward) showing their design and operation
during rubbish discharge:
a) Sketch showing the arrangement of the duff and offal chutes and their closing
appliances: i.e. hinged inner cover with securing toggles and outer counter-balanced
non-return flap both in their closed positions:
Inner cover

SHIP

Starboard sideshell of vessel

Outer counter-balanced flap

Factory Deck

SEA

2
See definition for ‘non-return valve’ on page xiv of the report of the re-opened formal investigation. See also
para 2.44 on page 20 of this document.
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In the above arrangement, the outer counter-balanced flap provides the primary strength
barrier (when it is closed) and this is capable of taking the full force of the sea. However, the
non-return flap is not wholly weathertight and water can leak past this flap. The hinged inner
cover, on the other hand, is not meant to take the full force of the sea (it is not strong enough)
but it will prevent water that has leaked past the non-return flap from entering into the ship’s
factory space.
In order to assure the watertight integrity of the hull, it is necessary for both the non-return
flap to be closed and for the inner cover to be closed and secured correctly.
b) Sketch showing the arrangement of the duff and offal chutes: the inner cover has been
opened, the outer counter-balanced non-return flap remains in the closed position and rubbish
has been placed in the chute ‘hopper’ space:

c) Sketch showing the arrangement of the duff and offal chutes: the inner cover is in the open
position, the outer counter-balanced non-return flap has been opened and the rubbish is being
discharged overboard:
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d) Considering the non-return flap arrangement that was provided onboard the Gaul:
If, for any reason, the flap was not fully closed (e.g. if an accumulation of offal remnants
or stiffness in the hinges had prevented it from closing completely), the sea could act
directly on the exposed free edge of the flap and push it open.
In rough weather, this could subsequently allow the full force of the sea to impact on the
relatively weak hinged inner cover.

Exposed free edge of flap
For correct ‘non-return’ operation, a flow of seawater into the chute should always force the
non-return flap plate into the closed position. However this was not the case on the Gaul. The
design of the non-return flap arrangement on the Gaul is therefore deficient and it could be
expected to malfunction during normal service.
2.2 Considering two slightly different constructional arrangements for the duff and
offal chutes, in which the design fault is not present and in which the non-return flap
could be expected to function correctly:
If the position of the opening in the side shell were lowered (or alternatively if the chute and
hopper construction were raised inside the factory space) so that the free edge of the nonreturn flap was not exposed to direct wave impact then the non-return flap would function as
required.
a) For the arrangement shown below, the action of the sea would always tend to close the
non-return flap:
If the opening in the side shell is lowered, the
sea cannot strike directly on the free edge of
the non-return valve plate
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b) The more usual arrangement, however, and one which is commonly found within the
fishing industry, is that where the orientation/direction of the opening for the flap is
reversed.
In this case, again, the direct action of the sea will always tend to close the flap:

A further note:
The official investigation has suggested that, due to corrosion and the difficulties of
maintaining the flap’s hinges, it was inevitable that the duff and offal flaps would seize (fail)
over time:
“The design of the non-return flap was liable to seize over time and had no real means
whereby it could be maintained.” ……………(See Para 21.4 in the Formal report)
If this were in fact correct, then this may also be viewed as a design fault (If something
needs to be maintained throughout its service life but it is not provided with the means to
allow such maintenance, then this is a fault in the design).
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3. A Criticism of the findings of the investigation and two alternative loss scenarios
Whilst it would appear that the results from the 2002 underwater surveys support the findings
of the formal investigation that are mentioned on page 3, it is suggested that it is unlikely that
the non-return flaps for both the duff and offal chutes were seized in the open position at the
time the vessel left port (see paragraph 21.6 on page 25). If the non-return flaps had been
seized fully open during the 16 days of its last voyage, then any crew members working
within the factory space would have undoubtedly noted that seawater poured into their
workspace whenever the weather was poor and the vessel’s pitch and roll motions coincided
with unfavourable external waves. After noting this, the crew would have, no doubt, made
positive efforts to free the flaps in these two side openings.
It is therefore suggested that a slightly different sequence of events led up to the vessel’s loss
in 1974.
It is agreed that the major issues in this investigation are the facts that both the non-return
flaps and the inner covers of the duff and offal chutes were found to be open during the
underwater surveys in 2002, and that these two openings could have let in an amount of
water that could bring about the vessel’s loss.
That being said, if the closures to these two side openings were not left open by the crew,
then some other event must have occurred, immediately prior to the vessel’s loss, in which
both the non-return flaps and the inner covers were moved from the ‘closed’ to the ‘open’
positions.
Two alternative loss scenarios3 are outlined below:
Scenario 1. During the course of the Gaul’s last voyage, the non-return flaps on both the
duff and offal chutes become stiff and eventually stick in the ‘open’ position. The crew,
rather than spending valuable time in freeing these flaps, decide that, whenever they leave
the factory space, the inner covers for both the duff and offal chutes will be closed and
secured to prevent the ingress of any seawater. On the final day, however, when the crew
have left the factory space, the weather deteriorates severely and a series of heavy seas
bursts open the relatively weak inner covers of both the duff and offal chutes. Water then
floods into the factory space and the vessel is lost.
Although the quality of this
image is poor, one of the
forked lugs on the cover,
which is used in conjunction
with the butterfly securing
toggles, appears to be
damaged (slightly spread).
This would be consistent
with the cover bursting open
after having been secured
(with one toggle) by the
crew.
See image 1 (page 5) in the report of the investigation

3

These two scenarios both result in the flaps and covers being in the ‘open’ position at the time
that the vessel was lost and are at least as plausible as the one scenario that has been put forward
by the formal investigation.
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Scenario 2. During the Gaul’s last voyage, the non-return flaps on the duff and offal chutes
are functional but stiff to operate. They have not seized completely as the hinges contain
oilite bearings and this, coupled with the fact that the non-return flaps are in continuous
but intermittent use, has prevented the hinges from seizing solid. The hinges, whilst stiff,
allow the flaps to operate from the fully closed to the fully open positions Nevertheless,
while the flap is relatively free to travel over 80% of its operating range, it becomes stiff at
the extremities of this range (i.e. when near to fully open and when near to fully closed).
The crew are not unduly inconvenienced by this, as it helps them when they are
discharging duff and offal refuse - they just have to open the flaps, throw out the rubbish
and the flaps stay open until they decide to close them.
Just prior to the loss, the crew have finished processing work on the factory deck and are
told to close up as there is some bad weather ahead and this will give them some free time.
The flaps in both the duff and offal chutes are then closed, but the inner covers are left
open, the crew naturally assuming that no major ingress of water would take place with the
non-return flaps in the closed position.
Unfortunately, due to the stiffness of the hinges, both flaps have not closed completely and
the free edge of each flap is left exposed to the action of the waves. During the heavy
weather that follows, the flaps are hit by a number of large breaking waves and this moves
the flaps to their fully open position where they remain (because the hinges are stiff). Water
then floods into the factory space and the vessel is lost.
Final Comments:
In each of the two scenarios that have been outlined above, it is not the crew, the vessel’s
owner or the shore maintenance staff, which are at fault; it is the poor design of the
vessel’s equipment that is to blame:
Scenario 1. The fact that the flap’s hinges were difficult to maintain, and also
liable to seize over time due to corrosion, meant that the non-return flaps were not
in place when they were needed as the vessel’s primary barrier against the forces of
the sea. The strength of the inner covers was insufficient to withstand the forces of
the sea and in this scenario their subsequent failure led to the loss of the vessel.
Scenario 2. The fact that the flap’s ‘non-return’ function was not totally effective,
(unless the flaps were fully closed), meant that the flaps failed when they were
needed most as the vessel’s primary barrier against the forces of the sea, in this
scenario their failure led to the loss of the vessel.
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